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Abstract

Financial theory indicates that low interest rates hamper credit risk and profitability, two interrelated components of banks’
balance sheets. Using a simultaneous equations framework, we investigate the effects of euro area monetary easing on
cooperative banks’ performance depending on their commitment to relationship lending. First, we find no evidence of a
risk-taking channel of monetary policy for consolidated cooperative banks. Further, the profitability of relationship-based
cooperative banks is more severely hit in a low interest rate environment than that of consolidated cooperative banks. This
raises issues about the middle-term durability of relationship lending when rates hold “low-for-long.” Finally, non-cooperative
banks and relationship-based cooperative banks both increase credit risk under accommodating monetary policy. However, we
suggest that these similarities do not occur for the same reasons: while non-cooperative banks prioritize profitability through
higher credit risk when interest rates fall, relationship-based cooperative banks instead increase their capital buffers to ensure
credit access to their customers, which mainly comprise small businesses and high-risk firms.
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1. Introduction
Following 10 years of accommodating monetary policy, the Eu-
ropean Central Bank (ECB) has provided forward guidance in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic on the future path of key
interest rates, saying that it expects them to remain at their
present or even lower levels1. Therefore, it seems that the term
“low-for-long” is now more relevant than ever when it comes to
future trends in interest rates in the European banking indus-
try. While promoting economic recovery and enhancing banks’
balance sheets, persistent low interest rates might also signifi-
cantly erode bank credit risk—through the risk-taking channel
of monetary policy transmission (Borio and Zhu, 2012)—as well
as profitability through low market valuations and price-to-book
ratios well below one (Claessens et al., 2018).

Owing to their strong commitment to traditional financial
intermediation, cooperative banks might be more vulnerable in
terms of credit risk and profitability under low rates, as they are
more dependent on interest income than their non-cooperative
counterparts. Accordingly, these credit institutions are com-

1See the ECB press release on mone-
tary policy decisions on April 30, 2020,
ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.mp200430 1eaa128265.en.

pelled to balance their historical cooperative ethos (Ayadi et al.,
2010) and their ability to survive in the banking industry, which
decreasing interest rates make all the more competitive. Most
cooperative groups have addressed this issue through structural
consolidation, which aims to reduce the operational costs as-
sociated with decentralized (and, sometimes, unprofitable) net-
works of local and regional branches. Ultimately, however, this
reduces geographical coverage, which seriously hampers cus-
tomer proximity, a key element in relationship lending (Elsas,
2005) and the identity of cooperative banks. Table A1 con-
firms this trend for European cooperative banks: between 2010
and 2019, the overwhelming majority of cooperative brands in
the European banking sector experienced a sharp rise in the
number of customers per branch, an indicator used to proxy for
the territorial coverage of cooperative banks2 (EACB, 2020a),
with—in the most extreme cases—increases rising to 174% and
208% for the cooperative groups Österreichischer Volksbanken
in Austria and Rabobank in the Netherlands, respectively.

These figures raise fundamental questions about the ability of
cooperative banks to either stand apart from the competition
through relationship lending or move further away from their

2The higher the index, the lower is the territorial coverage of cooperative
banks.
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raison d’être as interest rates remain low. Specifically, can co-
operative banks opting for consolidation in such a low interest
rate environment preserve their specificities or behave similarly
to their non-cooperative counterparts in terms of credit risk
and profitability? What changes in credit risk and profitability
have cooperative banks, despite their increasingly small interest
margins, chosen to preserve their relationship lending model?
To date, answers to these questions are largely elusive in the
literature.

To extend these lines of research and determine the impact
of relationship lending on credit risk and profitability in a low
interest rate environment, we investigate the unconsolidated
statements of cooperative and non-cooperative banks from 10
euro area countries between 2010 and 2019, a period char-
acterized by historical monetary easing by the ECB. We also
rely on the territorial coverage proxy proposed by the European
Association of Co-operative Banks (EACB, 2020a) to classify
cooperative banks in our sample as consolidated (i.e., above the
median value of the number of customers per branch in 2019)
or relationship-based (i.e., below the median value). Moreover,
to be consistent with the empirical findings that bank credit
risk and profitability might be jointly determined (Athanasoglou
et al., 2008), we estimate a simultaneous equations model.
Our final dataset consists of 3998 banks, including 1862 non-
cooperative banks (46.6% of the full sample) and 2136 coop-
erative banks (among which 151 are consolidated and 1985 are
relationship-based).

Based on this empirical framework, we extend the literature in
several directions. First, we find no evidence of the presence of
a risk-taking channel of monetary policy for consolidated coop-
erative banks, whereas such a channel is extensively found in the
euro area for non-cooperative banks. Consolidated cooperative
banks therefore tend to stand out from their non-cooperative
counterparts in terms of monetary policy transmission to their
credit risk. Second, we highlight that the profitability of co-
operative banks preserving their relationship lending model is
more severely hit by a low interest rate environment than that
of cooperative banks opting for consolidation. This raises is-
sues about the middle-term durability of relationship lending
in a low interest rate environment. Third, we find that non-
cooperative banks and relationship-based cooperative banks are
both concerned by the risk-taking channel of monetary policy
transmission, which increases their credit risk under accommo-
dating monetary policy conditions. Nevertheless, we suggest
that such similarities do not occur for the same reasons, as
relationship lending is associated with a fundamentally differ-
ent lending process than transactions-based lending technolo-
gies that devote significantly lower proportions of their assets
to lending to small businesses (Berger and Udell, 2002). Ac-
cordingly, the greater the relationship lending strategy of a co-
operative bank, the greater is its willingness to undertake credit
risk, which is particularly valuable to high-risk firms and small

businesses, as they are often informationally opaque and have
far fewer external finance alternatives than large companies.

In Section 2, we provide the motivation for the study and
review the literature on relationship lending as well as the ef-
fects of expansionary monetary policy on bank credit risk and
profitability. Section 3 discusses the empirical methodology,
while Section 4 outlines the data used in the sample. Section
5 describes our findings and Section 6 concludes.

2. Motivation for the study and related litera-
ture

2.1. Motivation for the study

Cooperative banking emerged in the United States during the
19th century as a solution to imperfect markets, especially those
featuring information asymmetries between bank associates and
borrowers (Hansmann, 1996). In Europe, it appeared in the
second half of the 19th century at the instigation of Frédéric-
Guillaume Raiffeisen who helped disseminate credit unions in
Austria, France, Germany, Italy, and Spain. Nowadays, cooper-
ative banks have gained prominence across the European Union
(EU). In 2019, the European Association of Co-operative Banks
recorded more than 213 million customers, 85 million members
(which represents one in every five European citizens), 42,521
branches, 4154 billion Euro in deposits, and 7932 billion Euro
in total assets (EACB, 2020b).

As stated by Ayadi et al. (2010), a key characteristic of coop-
erative banks is their cooperative ethos linked to a strong focus
on retail banking: cooperative banks know their customers rel-
atively well, including their risk profiles (Lang et al., 2016), and
can collate a great deal of soft information (which is hard to
collect) on their creditworthiness (Berger et al., 2005). Their
strong local presence and customer proximity also reduce infor-
mation asymmetries in lender–borrower relationships (Fiordelisi
and Mare, 2014).

Branch expansion also benefits local economic growth and of-
fers tailored services to local people (Bernini and Brighi, 2018).
Cooperative banks might even be geographically concentrated
in some EU countries (e.g., Italy and Germany) and engage in
local monopolistic competition to capture a strong comparative
advantage in developing close customer relationships (Catturani
and Stefani, 2016). Consequently, they end up being key fi-
nancing partners of small and medium-sized enterprises as well
as retail customers looking for a bank receptive to their needs.

Nevertheless, a low interest rate environment (Altavilla et al.,
2018) also provides fertile ground for the risk-taking channel of
monetary policy (Borio and Zhu, 2012). In times of monetary
easing such as those in the euro area since the global financial
crisis, credit institutions are highly likely to undertake credit
risk in response to squeezed profits from traditional interest-
generating activities. Facing low rates and the associated higher
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competition in the banking industry, cooperative banks have
strived to make their model a strength. For instance, their
business model comprises simpler structures less impacted by
the global financial crisis than those of non-cooperative banks
(McKillop et al., 2020), even in countries severely hit econom-
ically and socially (Lang et al., 2016). Moreover, their stake-
holder organization (based on the principle of “one person =
one vote”) allows members to be directly involved in the co-
operative’s management to exert checks and balances at each
business level. Greater transparency and the improved identifi-
cation of customers’ creditworthiness might ultimately minimize
credit risk, even when monetary policy is eased for a prolonged
period. This provides us with the first hypothesis tested in this
study.

Hypothesis 1. Thanks to the specificities of their business
model, cooperative banks are less exposed to the risk-taking
channel of monetary policy than non-cooperative banks.

Relationship lending—on which cooperative banks have his-
torically relied—also has potential weaknesses. Among them
lies a stronger dependence on domestic interest income, which
becomes a major challenge in a low interest rate environment3.
In the short run, the negative impact on profitability can be
mitigated by cost cutting and focusing on non-interest income.
However, in the longer term, capitalization issues might encour-
age consolidation as financial institutions merge in the pursuit
of economies of scale (Altavilla et al., 2018; Bexley, 2016). As
banking institutions grow larger and more organizationally com-
plex through consolidation, Berger and Udell (2002) note that
they are ultimately less likely to choose to make relationship
loans.

Accordingly, the cooperative banking sector has responded
to lax monetary policy reducing their territorial coverage since
the global financial crisis, mainly because maintaining exten-
sive networks of local branches implies significant organizational
costs (Bernini and Brighi, 2018)4. Yet, branch closure seriously
hampers the relationship lending model and dwindles the com-
parative advantage cooperative banks have so far used to stand
out in the banking industry (Jovanovic et al., 2017)5. There-
fore, “low-for-long” interest rates (Claessens et al., 2018) might
jeopardize the local-based model of cooperative banks and shed
light on their dilemma of how to reduce costs while preserving
their regional entrenchment.

Assuming that bank performance is impaired by low inter-
3Another problem identified by Meyer (2018) is that cooperative banks

have increasingly less room to implement differentiated interest rates (i.e.,
below market rates (Agarwal and Hauswald, 2010)) than the rest of the
banking industry owing to their better knowledge of customers’ creditwor-
thiness (Meyer, 2018; Ayadi et al., 2016).

4See Table A1 on the upward trend of the number of clients per
branch—a proxy for customer proximity—of European cooperative banks
between 2010 and 2019.

5Jovanovic et al. (2017) also points out that branch closure leads to
the greater use of online banking, which hinders cooperative banks’ key
values regarding customer proximity.

est rates (Bikker and Vervliet, 2018), the second hypothesis of
this study differentiates cooperative banks opting for consolida-
tion (to reduce their organizational costs and, ultimately, the
impact of monetary easing on their profitability) and coopera-
tive banks preserving their relationship lending model through
(costly) decentralized territorial coverage.

Hypothesis 2. The profitability of cooperative banks preserv-
ing their relationship lending model is more severely hit by a
low interest rate environment than that of cooperative banks
opting for consolidation.

Examining the role of the bank–customer relationship in
credit risk, Jiménez and Saurina (2004) highlight that a close
relationship increases the willingness of the bank to take more
risk. This occurs primarily because individuals and non-financial
companies can benefit from a close relationship with their bank
through easier access to credit (i.e., the amount of credit they
obtain, how much it costs them, the protection they have dur-
ing recessions, and even the implicit insurance of the cost of
finance) (Petersen and Rajan, 1994). A direct result of such
a close bank–customer relationship is the production of infor-
mational rents for the bank involved (Rajan, 1992), enabling it
to exercise a degree of market power (at least in the future).
Banks might ultimately be prepared to finance riskier borrow-
ers or projects: the more they develop relationship lending, the
greater is their credit risk willingness.

By contrast, when a firm or an individual has a relation-
ship with several banks, none of them can monopolize their
information on the borrower’s quality and thus cannot extract
rents, which considerably diminishes the incentive to finance
higher-risk borrowers (Jiménez and Saurina, 2004). Neverthe-
less, Boot (2000) stresses that relationship lending might also
help alleviate adverse selection and moral hazard problems.

Peltoniemi (2007), furthermore, investigates data on small
businesses’ loans from a major Finnish bank, finding that a long-
term bank–firm relationship is beneficial, especially for high-risk
firms that are, interestingly, more likely to provide personal
guarantees. As the relationship matures, the loan premiums for
risky firms decrease at a higher rate than those for safe firms,
meaning that high-risk firms tend to preserve a long-term re-
lationship with their bank to derive economic benefits. Ulti-
mately, lasting bank–firm relationships are particularly valuable
and desirable to small businesses.

In line with these theoretical predictions, we test whether, in
a low interest rate environment, cooperative banks committed
to relationship lending are willing to assume increased credit
risk6. In times of low interest rates such as the 2010–2019
period considered in the present analysis, we therefore expect

6For illustrative purposes, Table 3 shows that, on average, the loan
loss provision of relationship-based cooperative banks is higher than that
of consolidated cooperative banks (this difference being not significant,
though).
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to observe a negative relationship between the monetary policy
stance and credit risk of relationship-based cooperative banks.

As shown in Table 1 and Table A2, we approximate the
strength of the relationship between a cooperative bank and its
customers through the territorial coverage of its local branches.
Based on the most recent data provided by the European As-
sociation of Co-operative Banks (EACB, 2020a), a cooperative
bank is considered to be consolidated (i.e., with lower territo-
rial coverage and, therefore, little commitment to relationship
lending) when the number of clients per branch is above its
2019 median value. Conversely, a cooperative bank is catego-
rized as relationship-based (i.e., with higher territorial cover-
age and, therefore, strong commitment to relationship lending)
when the number of clients per branch is below its 2019 median
value. This methodological choice is driven by Berger and Udell
(2002), who consider that such banks are more often headquar-
tered closer to potential relationship customers, thereby reduc-
ing the problems associated with transmitting soft information
about the local firm, owner, and community to senior man-
agement. Accordingly, this leads us to the third hypothesis
empirically assessed in this study.
Hypothesis 3. Cooperative banks preserving their relationship
lending model in a low interest rate environment are prone to
assume greater credit risk than cooperative banks opting for
consolidation.

2.2. Related literature

Our empirical analysis draws on three strands of the literature
dedicated to the impact of monetary policy on credit institu-
tions: the risk-taking channel of monetary policy transmission
(Section 2.2.1), the impact of interest rates on bank profitabil-
ity (Section 2.2.2), and the response of cooperative banking and
relationship lending to monetary policy stances (Section 2.2.3).
We discuss these three strands below.
2.2.1 The risk-taking channel of monetary policy transmission

In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, a growing de-
bate ensued on whether risk-taking incentives at financial in-
stitutions are shaped by the monetary conditions prevailing in
the economy (Caselli et al., 2020). As such, monetary pol-
icy might affect bank risk through two mechanisms (Angeloni
et al., 2015).

On the one hand, a first channel operates through changes
in the composition of the asset side of banks’ balance sheets
(Delis et al., 2017) when a prolonged period of low interest rates
induces banks to search for yields by making riskier assets more
attractive than safe bonds. This leads to higher procyclical risk
within the financial system (Rajan, 2006) and a growing number
of weakened bank portfolios (Dell’Ariccia and Marquez, 2006).

The second channel, on the other hand, refers to the im-
pact of monetary policy on banks’ funding as they find it more
profitable to adjust the combination of capital and short-term

funding by increasing leverage (Valencia, 2014). However, the-
ory predicts that the effects of interest rates on leverage depend
on the extent to which banks can change their capital struc-
tures (Dell’Ariccia et al., 2014) and whether the yield curve is
upward sloping.

As low interest rates boost asset and collateral values while
reducing volatility, banks might also downsize their estimates of
probabilities of default and assume higher risk positions (Delis
et al., 2017). Analyzing the Spanish banking industry, Jiménez
et al. (2014) find that lower overnight rates lead weakly cap-
italized banks to grant more credit and higher loan volumes
with fewer collateral requirements to ex-ante risky borrowers
than higher rates. Using a factor-augmented vector autoregres-
sive model for the United States between 1997 and 2008, Buch
et al. (2014) prove that small domestic banks significantly in-
crease the supply of new loans to high-risk borrowers following
an expansionary monetary policy shock.

Recently, Bikker and Vervliet (2018) indicate that a low inter-
est rate environment might cause banks to reduce their level of
credit loss provisioning and expand their trading activities to re-
duce their reliance on lending business. Exploring the existence
of an international bank lending channel, Schmidt et al. (2018)
also find that monetary policy tightening abroad reduces credit
supply at home, particularly for US monetary policy changes.

Based on a sample of commercial, savings, and cooperative
banks in the euro area between 2001 and 2008, Delis and Koure-
tas (2011) present strong empirical evidence that low interest
rates increase bank risk-taking, although this effect is less pro-
nounced for French institutions, which hold a relatively low level
of risk assets on average. Further, the distributional effects of
interest rates on bank risk-taking due to individual bank char-
acteristics reveal that the impact of interest rates on risk assets
is diminished for banks with higher equity capital and ampli-
fied for banks with higher off-balance sheet items. In the same
vein, Bonfim and Soares (2018) demonstrate that the impact
of monetary policy on risk-taking strategies is stronger among
banks with weaker capital ratios and larger liquidity buffers than
others.

When analyzing both conventional and unconventional mon-
etary policy measures, Brana et al. (2019) find that loosening
monetary policy may have harmful effects on bank risk-taking
but that such a relation is non-linear: when interest rate indi-
cators are below a certain threshold, the negative relationship
between bank risk and monetary policy is stronger. In particu-
lar, accounting for central banks’ balance sheet policy indicates
that additional liquidity encourages banks to take riskier posi-
tions. Similarly, Vari (2020) shows that interbank market frag-
mentation might disrupt the transmission of monetary policy
by leading short-term interest rates to depart from central bank
policy rates.
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2.2.2 The impact of interest rates on bank profitability

Investigating how macroeconomic and bank variables affect
banks’ net interest income and profitability, Demirgüç-Kunt
and Huizinga (1999) find that higher interest rates are asso-
ciated with higher net interest margins and profits, especially in
countries where interest rates on deposits are more likely to be
controlled and below the market level. Based on a sample of
European, American, and Japanese international banks, Borio
et al. (2017) find a positive relationship between the level of
short-term rates and slope of the yield curve, on the one hand,
and bank profitability, on the other hand. This suggests that
the positive impact of the interest rate structure on net interest
income dominates the negative impact on loan loss provision
and non-interest income. They point out that such an effect is
stronger when interest rates are low and the slope is steep (i.e.,
when non-linearities are present), indicating that unusually low
interest rates and an unusually flat term structure erode bank
profitability over time.

Alternatively, Genay (2014) argue that interest rate changes
have a greater short-run impact on small banks, as they de-
pend more on the traditional intermediation of retail deposits
and loans than larger banks, many of which are priced based on
floating (prime) rates. While large US banks typically have a
greater ability to manage interest rate risks and are less affected
by low rates, Covas et al. (2015) find that their funding cost
advantage and net interest margins have declined more than
those of small banks since the global financial crisis. Moreover,
Busch and Memmel (2015) analyze the German banking indus-
try where the long-run effect of a 100 basis point change on net
interest margins is small (at around 7 basis points) in “normal”
interest rate environments.

Differences between small and large banks in terms of mon-
etary policy impacts on profitability also arise from differences
in the compositions of their assets and liabilities, in the compe-
tition for funds and lending opportunities, and in their business
models (Claessens et al., 2018). Accordingly, Gomez et al.
(2020) suggest that US banks’ assets are more sensitive to in-
terest rate risks than are their liabilities, while such sensitivity
varies across banks and might lead lending to respond differ-
ently to monetary policy depending on how bank financing is
affected. In this case, the variations in exposure to interest rate
changes across banks are due to differences in competition in
deposit and loan markets. Conversely, Drechsler et al. (2017)
find that deposit interest rates tend to change less with mon-
etary policy changes in markets where deposit competition is
lower.

English et al. (2018) show that an increase in interest rates
results in higher interest margins for about a year, after which
bank profits turn significantly negative. Following increases in
the level and slope of the yield curve, reductions in profits reflect
a shift in the composition of banks’ balance sheets. In particu-
lar, increases in rates lead to an outflow of core deposits, which

are an inexpensive source of funding relative to market alterna-
tives. Ultimately, changes in interest rates only have moderate
and transitory effects on bank earnings.

2.2.3 Response of cooperative banking and relationship lending
to monetary policy stances

Elsas (2005) defines relationship lending as a long-term implicit
contract between a bank and its debtor, which leads the for-
mer, thanks to information production and repeated interaction
with the borrower over time, to accumulate private information,
thereby establishing close ties. Such ties create benefits for the
lending institution such as intertemporal smoothing, increased
credit availability, the enhancement of the borrower’s project
payoffs, and more efficient decisions if borrowers face finan-
cial distress. Therefore, relationship lending is one of the most
important technologies employed by banks to extend credit to
informationally opaque small businesses without strong finan-
cial ratios, collateral, or credit scores (Berger and Udell, 2002).
It allows them to obtain bank financing by augmenting rela-
tively weak hard information with soft information gained over
time through contact with firms, their owners, and their local
communities at a variety of levels.

As local institutions, cooperative banks acquire specialized
knowledge by cultivating relationships between staff and cus-
tomers. The resulting proximity facilitates access to soft in-
formation, defined by Berger and Udell (2002) as information
difficult to quantify, verify, and transmit through the layers of
management and ownership of a banking organization7, which
is used to mitigate information asymmetry and more readily pro-
vide credit to informationally opaque borrowers. By contrast,
large credit institutions have little commitment to relationship
lending, as they would rather place weight on hard information
(also called transactions-based technologies) and are more open
to borrowers with lower informational opacity (McKillop et al.,
2020). Indeed, Uchida et al. (2012) points out that even if large
banks appear to have an equivalent potential to underwrite re-
lationship loans, they choose instead to focus their resources on
transactions lending.

Neuberger et al. (2008) suggest that localism and coopera-
tive ownership are positively related to the relational orientation
of financial institutions, as they avoid the organizational disec-
onomies and coordination problems often associated with large,
multilayered institutions opting for standardized credit policies
based on hard information (Berger and Udell, 2002). More-
over, Presbitero and Zazzaro (2011) find that where relation-
ship lending techniques are already widely used by numerous
cooperatives and savings banks, an increase in out-of-market
competition drives them to further cultivate their relationship
ties with customers. More recently, Donker et al. (2020) high-
light that borrowing from relationship lenders lowers the loan
spread by 17 basis points compared with borrowing from non-

7For instance, appraisals of real estate might require the expertise of
individuals with specialized knowledge of local markets.
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relationship lenders, implying that relationship lenders can ben-
efit borrowers. They also show that borrowers often choose
to remain with their relationship bankers because of the more
favorable loan terms and high costs of switching lenders.

Based on the contracts database of a French cooperative
bank, Dereeper et al. (2020) show that a strong bank–firm re-
lationship results in a lower spread for loan applications during
the high phase of the business cycle, while, in a downturn, the
stronger the bank–firm relationship, the higher is the interest
rate. Importantly, this means that weaker interest rates appear
only in normal or good periods, while the hold-up problem only
arises during economic recessions. Focusing on the EU banking
industry, Kuc and Teply (2019) find structural differences in the
priorities and behavior of European cooperative and commer-
cial banks in a low interest rate environment: commercial banks
tend to focus on maintaining their profitability, whereas coop-
erative banks favor stability by increasing their capital buffers.

While Hasan et al. (2014) provide evidence that Polish co-
operative banks lend more to small businesses than large do-
mestic and foreign-owned banks, Ferri et al. (2014) conclude
that stakeholder banks decrease their loan supply to a lesser
extent than shareholder banks following a monetary policy con-
traction. In particular, cooperative banks continued to smooth
the impact of tighter monetary policy on their lending during
the global financial crisis, acknowledging that the presence of
stakeholder banks in the economy has the potential to reduce
credit supply volatility. In turn, Agarwal and Hauswald (2010)
prove that interest rates might even decrease with the length
and strength of the relationship between a cooperative bank
and firm, as borrower proximity facilitates the collection of soft
information. Finally, cooperative banks might decide to set
loan interest rate and saving rate ceilings (Ferrari et al., 2018)
to protect borrowers by offering access to credit at reasonable
interest rates.

3. Methodology
We investigate the contribution of monetary policy to explaining
banks’ credit risk and profitability depending on whether they
display a cooperative ownership structure and, if so, whether
they manage their network of local branches on a centralized ba-
sis. Based on the most recent data provided by EACB (2020b)
on the 2019 territorial coverage of European cooperative banks,
we compute the median value of the number of clients per
branch of the cooperative banks included in our sample (see Ta-
ble A1). We then categorize a cooperative bank as relationship-
based8 (Cornée, 2014; Bülbül et al., 2013; Stein, 2012) (con-
solidated) if the number of clients per branch is below (above)
the 2019 median value described above.

8The relationship-based category includes cooperative banks with a rela-
tively high territorial coverage of local branches (i.e., a strong commitment
to relationship lending) as opposed to consolidation and integration (Ory
and Lemzeri, 2012).

As previous studies suggest that credit risk and profitability
might be linked by a bidirectional causal relationship (Athana-
soglou et al., 2008), we consider a dynamic simultaneous equa-
tions system to deal with endogeneity issues. In the first equa-
tion, we regress the credit risk index on a set of explanatory
variables identified in the literature to which we add profitabil-
ity variables (using several proxies; see below) and the monetary
policy stance. In the second equation, we regress the profitabil-
ity variable on a set of independent variables also identified in
the literature in addition to the credit risk proxy and an indica-
tor of monetary policy. All bank-level data originate from Fitch
Connect, while all country-level data stem from Eurostat (ex-
cept for spreads, which are retrieved from Thompson Reuters
Eikon; see Table 1). The empirical model to be estimated is
specified by the following dynamic simultaneous equations sys-
tem (the subscripts b and t denote bank and time, respectively):


LLPb,t = αb,t + βLLPb,t−1 + γΠb,t + δMP1t

+ ζEDC1b,t−1 + ηRealGDPt + ϵb,t

Πb,t = θb,t + ιΠb,t−1 + κLLPb,t + λMP2t
+ µEDC2b,t−1 + νRealGDPt + ξb,t

(1)

Where:

• LLPb,t is the loan loss provision to total gross loans ratio
of bank b at year t to measure credit risk ;

• LLPb,t−1 is the lagged loan loss provision to total gross
loans ratio of bank b at year t−1 to consider the persistency
of bank credit risk, as proposed by Delis and Kouretas
(2011) ;

• Πb,t is the profitability proxy (either ROAA, NIM, PTP or
CTI, see Section 4) of bank b at year t ;

• Πb,t−1 is the lagged profitability proxy (either ROAA, NIM,
PTP or CTI) of bank b at year t − 1 to leave open the
possibility for profitability to adjust over time, as suggested
by Claessens et al. (2018) ;

• MP1t is the monetary policy index included in the credit
risk equation at year t, namely either EURIBOR-1M or
EURIBOR-6M ;

• MP2t is the monetary policy index included in the prof-
itability equation at year t, namely either Spread:10Y-3M
or Spread:10Y-6M ;

• EDC1b,t−1 are the endogenous controls included in the
credit risk equation of bank b at year t− 1 (see Table 4 to
Table 9) ;

• EDC2b,t−1 are the endogenous controls included in the
profitability equation of bank b at year t− 1 (see Table 4
to Table 9) ;

• Real GDPt is the macroeconomic control variable at year
t gauging the annual percentage change on previous year
in a country’s real gross domestic product.

We estimate System (1) using generalized method of moments
(GMM), which is robust to the distribution of errors and which
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Table 1: Definitions.

Variable Methodological approach Data source

Panel A: Variables of interest

LLP Loan loss provision over a bank’s total gross loans as the ability to absorb losses from non-performing loans in its balance sheet (determining the quality
of its loans).

Fitch Connect

Zscore Natural logarithm of the following ratio: the sum of ROAA and Equity to the numerator, and the standard deviation of ROAA to the denominator. It
relates a bank’s capital level to variability in its returns, indicating how much variability in returns can be absorbed by capital without the bank becoming
insolvent. It acts as a an accounting-based measure of the distance to default (see also Equation 2).

Fitch Connect

ROAA Return on average assets as the net income over a bank’s average total assets. Fitch Connect
NIM Net interest margin as the difference between interest income (i.e., gross interest and dividend income) and interest expense over a bank’s total earning

assets (i.e., total loans, total securities, investments in property and earning assets not otherwise categorized).
Fitch Connect

PTP Pre-tax profit over a bank’s total assets. Fitch Connect
CTI Cost to income ratio as total operating costs (including administrative and fixed costs) over a bank’s total operating income. Fitch Connect
EURIBOR-1M Benchmark rate at which euro interbank 1-month term deposits are offered by prime banks to one another. It acts as a representative short-term interest

rate series for domestic money markets.
Eurostat

EURIBOR-6M Benchmark rate at which euro interbank 6-month term deposits are offered by prime banks to one another. It acts as a representative medium-term interest
rate series for domestic money markets.

Eurostat

Spread:10Y-3M Difference between a central government bond yield on the secondary market with 10 years’ residual maturity and its 3-month implied sovereign bond
yield.

Thompson Reuters Eikon

Spread:10Y-6M Difference between a central government bond yield on the secondary market with 10 years’ residual maturity and its 6-month implied sovereign bond
yield.

Thompson Reuters Eikon

Panel B: Bank-level controls

Size Natural logarithm of a bank’s total assets as a measure of its size. Fitch Connect
Equity Total equity over a bank’s total assets as a measure of its capital adequacy. Fitch Connect
Net loans Net loans over a bank’s total assets as a measure of its commitment to traditional financial intermediation. Fitch Connect
Liquid assets Liquid assets (including cash, reserves representing surplus, securities and interbank loans with very short maturity) over a bank’s total assets as a measure

of its level of liquidity.
Fitch Connect

Panel C: Macroeconomic controls

Real GDP Annual percentage change on previous year in a country’s real gross domestic product (in volume). Eurostat
Recession Dummy variable that equals 1 when Real GDP is negative, and 0 otherwise. Eurostat

Panel D: Bank classifications

Cooperative banks Retail & Consumer banks, Universal Commercial banks and Wholesale Commercial banks displaying a cooperative ownership structure. EACB (2020a)
Non-cooperative banks Retail & Consumer banks, Universal Commercial banks and Wholesale Commercial banks displaying a non-cooperative ownership structure. Fitch Connect
Consolidated cooperative banks Cooperative banks displaying a number of clients per branch above the full sample median in 2019. EACB (2020b)
Relationship-based cooperative banks Cooperative banks displaying a number of clients per branch below the full sample median in 2019. EACB (2020b)

Notes: This tables reports name, methodological approach and data source of all variables used in the empirical analysis, as well as definition of classifications used to build subsamples cooperative, non-cooperative, consolidated cooperative
and relationship-based cooperative banks.

accounts for the heteroskedasticity of errors (Ullah et al., 2018).
We also include in the regressions cross-sectional fixed effects
and heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered at the
bank level. As previous empirical studies of credit risk and
profitability highlight the potential endogeneity with most bank-
level controls9, we follow the methodology of Distinguin et al.
(2013) by instrumenting all the bank-level explanatory variables
(i.e., EDC1 in the credit risk equation and EDC2 in the prof-
itability equation) by their one-year lagged value. While the two
variables of interest (i.e., credit risk and profitability) are not
lagged, using a simultaneous GMM equations system addresses
endogeneity issues. As both bank-level controls and bank fixed
effects enable us to control for each bank’s credit risk and prof-
itability, the results of our estimations can be interpreted as the
direct effects of a change in monetary policy on banks’ credit
risk and profitability. In addition, the regressions of credit risk
and profitability both control for general economic conditions
(through the Real GDP variable) to further acknowledge the
difficulty in addressing endogeneity in monetary policy.

On the one hand, in the credit risk equation (see the results in
Table 4 to Table 8), the dependent variable is measured by the
ratio of loan loss provision to total gross loans, which reflects
banks’ credit risk profiles. The robustness checks in Table 9 also
include a measure of banks’ overall risk using the Z-score index
(IJtsma et al., 2017). These two choices of bank risk proxies are
guided by Khan et al. (2017) and Houston et al. (2010). The
Z-score represents the number of standard deviations below the

9For each equation of System (1), we run the Hausman test to confirm
the presence of endogeneity both in the credit risk and in the profitability
equations.

mean by which profits would have to fall to deplete the bank’s
equity capital. Despite being widely used in the literature (Delis
et al., 2014; Ramayandi et al., 2014), a high Z-score indicates
lower overall risk-taking by a bank (i.e., greater stability). As
a measure of the distance from insolvency (Laeven and Levine,
2009), this is computed as follows:

Zscoreb,t =
ROAAb,t + Equityb,t(

Standard deviation of ROAA
)
b

(2)

Where:

• ROAAb,t equals the return on average assets of bank b at
year t ;

• Equityb,t equals the ratio of total equity over total assets
of bank b at year t ;

• Standard deviation of ROAAb equals the standard devia-
tion of asset returns of bank b over the full sample period.

The bank-level controls in the credit risk equation are the bank
characteristics and activities commonly adopted in the liter-
ature. Similarly to Dinger and te Kaat (2020); Abbate and
Thaler (2019) and Khan et al. (2017), we consider the natural
logarithm of total assets (Size) as well as the ratio of net loans
to total assets (Net loans) as potential determinants of credit
risk (in addition to the profitability proxies described hereafter).
To gauge the monetary policy stance within the credit risk equa-
tion, we employ two maturities (1-month and 6-month maturi-
ties) of the benchmark rate at which euro interbank term de-
posits are offered by prime banks to one another (EURIBOR-1M
and EURIBOR-6M, respectively). These respectively represent
the short- and medium-term interest rate series for domestic
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Table 2: Full sample descriptive statistics and bank variables’ correlations.

Panel A: Descriptive statistics
Unit Mean Median Std. dev. Min. Max. Obs. Banks Countries

Bank-level variables

LLP % 0.419 0.230 0.830 -1.010 2.630 30,467 3,998 10
Zscore std. dev. 4.668 4.312 3.351 0.987 41.875 30,135 3,941 10
ROAA % 0.368 0.280 0.448 -0.490 1.850 30,467 3,998 10
NIM % 2.085 2.150 0.731 0.200 3.380 30,467 3,998 10
PTP % 0.571 0.490 0.557 -0.530 2.400 30,467 3,998 10
CTI % 69.040 68.690 13.698 39.270 99.430 30,467 3,998 10
Size ln(e) 20.375 20.225 1.708 17.451 23.860 30,467 3,998 10
Equity % 10.019 8.790 5.914 3.660 37.650 30,467 3,998 10
Net loans % 58.204 60.810 18.682 8.540 86.760 30,467 3,998 10
Liquid assets % 16.110 11.390 14.189 2.270 63.390 30,467 3,998 10

Country-level variables

EURIBOR-1M % 0.114 0.130 0.472 -0.400 1.180 30,467 3,998 10
EURIBOR-6M % 0.371 0.310 0.614 -0.300 1.640 30,467 3,998 10
Spread:10Y-3M % 1.537 1.242 1.124 -0.270 10.292 30,467 3,998 10
Spread:10Y-6M % 1.383 0.999 1.003 -1.010 10.049 30,467 3,998 10
Real GDP % 1.537 1.500 1.488 -4.100 4.900 30,467 3,998 10
Recession {0,1} 0.059 0.000 0.237 0.000 1.000 30,467 3,998 10

Panel B: Bank-level variables’ correlations
LLP Zscore ROAA NIM PTP CTI Size Equity Net loans Liquid assets

LLP 1.000
Zscore -0.023 1.000
ROAA -0.100 0.072 1.000
NIM 0.085 0.022 0.055 1.000
PTP -0.144 0.100 0.958 0.130 1.000
CTI -0.174 0.011 -0.314 -0.156 -0.361 1.000
Size -0.009 -0.088 -0.088 -0.289 -0.084 -0.251 1.000
Equity 0.070 0.204 0.377 0.021 0.362 -0.000 -0.312 1.000
Net loans -0.070 -0.066 -0.084 0.273 -0.064 -0.131 0.140 -0.202 1.000
Liquid assets -0.050 0.034 0.098 -0.318 0.047 0.178 -0.107 0.163 -0.585 1.000

Notes: This table reports descriptive statistics for the full sample and bank-level variables’ Pearson’s correlations of the yearly data for 3998 banks from 2010 to 2019. The top and bottom 5% of all observations for bank-level variables
have been winsorized to limit the impact of extreme values on empirical results.

money markets affecting credit risk management by euro area
banks. We control for the macroeconomic conditions using the
Real GDP variable in the credit risk equation.

On the other hand, following Elekdag et al. (2020) and Al-
tavilla et al. (2018), we use four indicators of profitability in
the profitability equation described in the second part of Sys-
tem (1):

• ROAAb,t, the return on average assets of bank b in year t.
The higher this index, the better is bank profitability;

• NIMb,t, the net interest margin of bank b in year t. The
higher this index, the better is bank profitability;

• PTPb,t, the pretax profit over total assets of bank b in year
t. The higher this index, the better is bank profitability;

• CTIb,t, the cost to income ratio of bank b in year t. As in-
creases in this index imply lower bank profitability, whereas
increases in the other profitability proxies represent higher
bank profitability, we multiply the values for this ratio by
-1 to provide a more consistent interpretation among the
profitability proxies. In other words, a higher value indi-
cates greater profitability in all instances. Hereafter, we
use the -CTI variable name to refer to the bank cost to
income ratio.

Based on Claessens et al. (2018), we additionally use the
ratios of total equity to total assets (Equity) and total liquid
assets to total assets (Liquid assets) as the bank-level controls
affecting profitability. We also proxy for monetary policy in the
profitability equation using the slope of the yield curve between
10-year government bond yields and 3-month (6-month) im-
plied sovereign bond yields accounted for by the Spread:10Y-3M
variable (Spread:10Y-6M). Similarly to the credit risk equation,

we control for the business cycle using the Real GDP variable
in the profitability equation.

4. Data and sample
We assemble a unique dataset from different sources to inves-
tigate the impact of monetary policy on banks’ credit risk and
profitability depending on whether they display a cooperative
ownership structure and, if so, whether they are committed
to relationship lending. Table 1 lists the variables used in the
empirical analysis along with the methodological approaches
and data sources. Panel A summarizes the variables of inter-
est on credit risk, profitability, and the monetary policy stance.
Panel B covers bank-level controls and panel C macroeconomic
controls. Panel D describes the four subsamples used in the
study, namely, cooperative banks, non-cooperative banks, con-
solidated cooperative banks, and relationship-based cooperative
banks.

Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income state-
ments are collected from Fitch Connect at an annual frequency,
and these include three categories of banks: Retail & Consumer,
Universal Commercial, and Wholesale Commercial. To address
the potential of outliers to distort the results, all the bank-
level variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentiles,
thresholds commonly accepted in the literature (Beltratti and
Stulz, 2012). The final dataset consists of 30,467 observations
from 3,998 banks in 10 euro area countries10 between 2010 and
2019. Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics of the bank- and
country-level variables for the full sample (panel A) as well as
the Pearson correlations of the bank-level variables (panel B).

10Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain.
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We do not find the bank indicators employed as explanatory
variables to be highly correlated, so multicollinearity is not a
major concern in the estimations. The correlation coefficients
of credit risk, LLP, with the profitability proxies, ROAA, NIM,
PTP, and CTI, are -0.100, 0.085, -0.144, and -0.174, respec-
tively. Table 3 refines the summary statistics by dividing the
full sample into the four subsamples described above.

Bank risk-taking is gauged by two indexes: LLP for credit
risk (see Table 4 to Table 8) and Z-score for overall risk (see
the robustness checks in Table 9). The mean LLP for the full
sample is 0.419%, with a standard deviation of 0.830%. Inter-
estingly, Table 3 indicates that, on average, non-cooperative
banks display higher LLP (as well as a higher standard devia-
tion) than cooperative banks in the euro area between 2010 and
2019. While both consolidated and relationship-based coopera-
tive banks exhibit, on average, lower LLP than non-cooperative
banks, there is no significant difference between the two groups
of cooperative banks in terms of the average LLP. The full
sample mean Z-score is 4.668, with a standard deviation of
3.351. Table 3 shows that, on average, the overall risk of non-
cooperative banks is significantly lower (i.e., with a greater Z-
score value)—although much more volatile—than cooperatives’.
Relationship-based cooperative banks perform significantly bet-
ter regarding overall risk than consolidated cooperative banks.

Bank profitability is measured by four indicators, namely,
ROOA, NIM, PTP, and CTI, with the latter having the high-
est standard deviation. The means are, respectively, 0.368%,
2.085%, 0.571%, and 69.040%. On average, cooperative
banks fare significantly better in terms of NIM, which might
be linked to their higher share of net loans to total assets
(59.330% on average) relative to non-cooperatives’ (mean value
of 56.966%). In addition, the NIM index is significantly
higher for relationship-based cooperative banks (mean value
of 2.281%) than for consolidated cooperative banks (1.663%
on average). Alternatively, consolidated cooperative banks, on
average, gain better results than relationship-based coopera-
tive banks for ROAA (0.399% vs. 0.337%), PTP (0.578% vs.
0.528%), and CTI (66.170% vs. 69.444%). Specifically, the
differences in CTI between consolidated and relationship-based
cooperative banks most likely reflect the higher costs required
to set up and maintain decentralized branch networks.

As expected, non-cooperative banks are significantly larger
than cooperative banks on average (4.370e billion vs. 1.670e
billion), while consolidated cooperative banks (11.300e billion)
are larger than relationship-based cooperative banks (0.869e
billion). The full sample mean Equity is 10.019%, with a stan-
dard deviation of 5.914%. Non-cooperative banks are better
capitalized (mean value of 10.523%) than cooperative banks
(9.561%), which might reflect the fact that cooperative banks
are more involved in traditional financial intermediation, while
non-cooperative banks engage more in capital market transac-
tions to fund themselves in wholesale markets (Claessens et al.,

2018). Interestingly, relationship-based cooperative banks dis-
play significantly better capitalization levels (9.579% on aver-
age) than consolidated cooperative banks (9.347%). In turn,
the mean proportions of Net loans and Liquid assets in banks’
total assets are, respectively, 58.204% and 16.110%; the former
is slightly more volatile (18.682%) than the latter (14.189%).
On average, cooperative banks hold a higher share of loans
(59.330%) than non-cooperatives’ (56.966%), as do consoli-
dated cooperative banks (67.003%) compared with relationship-
based cooperative banks (58.690%). Regarding the mean levels
of liquid assets in the euro area, non-cooperative banks outper-
form (17.396% of total assets) cooperative banks (14.941%)
between 2010 and 2019, while consolidated cooperative banks
(16.352% of total assets) outperform relationship-based coop-
erative banks (14.823%).

We next collect from Eurostat the yearly averages of the euro
interbank offered rates at which 1-month (EURIBOR-1M) and
6-month (EURIBOR-6M) term deposits are offered by prime
banks to one another. We also collect the annual percent-
age changes in countries’ real gross domestic product (Real
GDP) compared with the previous year. Thompson Reuters
Eikon provide the data on the spreads (i.e., slopes of the
yield curve) between central governments’ bond yield in the
secondary market with 10 years’ residual maturity as well as
the 3-month (Spread:10Y-3M) and 6-month (Spread:10Y-6M)
implied sovereign bond yields. The averages of EURIBOR-
1M, EURIBOR-6M, Spread:10Y-3M, Spread:10Y-6M, and Real
GDP are 0.114%, 0.371%, 1.537%, 1.383%, and 1.537%, re-
spectively. Understandably, monetary policy indexes based on
spreads over longer periods display higher standard deviations
(1.124% for Spread:10Y-3M vs. 1.003% for Spread:10Y-6M).
In turn, Real GDP varies considerably across the observations,
with a low of -4.100% and a high of 4.900% over the full sample
period and a standard deviation of 1.488%.

To explore the different impacts of monetary policy on bank
credit risk and profitability by ownership structure, a bank is
classified as a cooperative if it displays a cooperative ownership
structure as defined by EACB (2020a) and a non-cooperative
otherwise. In addition, we examine the different impacts of
monetary policy on bank credit risk and profitability depend-
ing on banks’ commitment to relationship lending (Agarwal
et al., 2018) by distinguishing consolidated cooperative banks
from relationship-based cooperative banks (Groeneveld, 2017).
As described in Table A2, a cooperative bank is considered
to be relationship-based (i.e., have wider geographic coverage
and closer customer relationships) if the number of clients per
branch is below the 2019 median value (i.e., 3413 clients per
branch) computed on the basis of EACB (2020b) data11.

11These data are elaborated by Tilburg University and based
on inputs of the members of the European Association of Co-
operative Banks. The list of full members is available from
http://www.eacb.coop/en/about/membership/full-members.html.
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Table 3: Summary statistics of cooperative, non-cooperative, consolidated cooperative and relationship-based cooperative banks’ variables.

LLP Zscore ROAA NIM PTP CTI Total assets Equity Net loans Liquid assets
(e billion)

Panel A: Cooperative banks

Mean 0.402 4.511 0.342 2.234 0.532 69.192 1.670 9.561 59.330 14.941
Median 0.250 4.399 0.300 2.240 0.520 68.970 0.316 9.070 60.190 11.340
Std. dev. 0.779 1.688 0.294 0.536 0.368 11.082 4.320 3.189 14.024 11.485
Min. -1.010 1.285 -0.490 0.200 -0.530 39.270 0.038 3.660 8.540 2.270
Max. 2.630 41.875 1.850 3.380 2.400 99.430 23.000 37.650 86.760 63.390

Panel B: Non-cooperative banks

Mean 0.437 4.843 0.396 1.922 0.613 68.873 4.370 10.523 56.966 17.396
Median 0.210 4.136 0.230 2.020 0.450 68.320 1.410 8.380 61.780 11.450
Std. dev. 0.883 4.529 0.570 0.870 0.707 16.090 6.780 7.860 22.665 16.569
Min. -1.010 0.987 -0.490 0.200 -0.530 39.270 0.038 3.660 8.540 2.270
Max. 2.630 41.617 1.850 3.380 2.400 99.430 23.000 37.650 86.760 63.390
Test t-statistica 3.717*** 8.576*** 10.597*** -37.962*** 12.748*** -2.029** 41.809*** 14.231*** -11.055*** 15.141***

Panel C: Consolidated cooperative banks

Mean 0.372 4.299 0.399 1.663 0.578 66.170 11.300 9.347 67.003 16.352
Median 0.240 4.416 0.400 1.600 0.560 64.970 11.200 8.745 72.325 13.820
Std. dev. 0.593 0.858 0.324 0.541 0.444 11.708 8.450 3.674 14.550 10.262
Min. -1.010 1.788 -0.490 0.200 -0.530 39.270 0.038 3.660 8.540 2.270
Max. 2.630 6.435 1.850 3.380 2.170 99.430 23.000 37.650 86.760 63.390
Test t-statisticb 2.519** 4.194*** -0.165 10.301*** 1.700* 5.761*** -33.805*** 5.199*** -15.255*** 2.172**

Panel D: Relationship-based cooperative banks

Mean 0.404 4.529 0.337 2.281 0.528 69.444 0.869 9.579 58.690 14.823
Median 0.250 4.396 0.300 2.280 0.510 69.270 0.285 9.080 59.600 11.020
Std. dev. 0.793 1.738 0.290 0.508 0.360 10.991 2.420 3.145 13.788 11.574
Min. -1.010 1.285 -0.490 0.200 -0.530 39.270 0.038 3.660 8.540 2.270
Max. 2.630 41.875 1.850 3.380 2.400 99.430 23.000 37.650 86.760 63.390
Test t-statisticc -1.370 -4.590*** 7.103*** -40.823*** 4.607*** -9.979*** 106.647*** -2.453** 20.210*** 4.486***
Test t-statisticd 3.359*** 7.808*** 11.195*** -43.164*** 13.000*** -3.547*** 59.025*** 13.525*** -7.875*** 15.411***

Notes: This table reports the summary statistics of cooperative, non-cooperative, consolidated cooperative and relationship-based cooperative banks’ variables from 2010 to 2019. All variables are expressed in percentage, except Total assets
expressed in e billion (see Table 1 for definitions). Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and winsorized at the 5% level. We consider a bank cooperative if it displays a cooperative
ownership structure (EACB, 2020a). We consider a bank consolidated cooperative if it displays a cooperative ownership structure with a number of clients per branch above the full sample median in 2019, and relationship-based cooperative
if it displays a cooperative ownership structure with a number of clients per branch below the full sample median in 2019 (see Table A2). T -statistics test the null hypothesis of identical means between, respectively, acooperative and
non-cooperative, bconsolidated cooperative and non-cooperative, crelationship-based cooperative and consolidated cooperative, and drelationship-based cooperative and non-cooperative banks subsamples. *, **, *** indicate significance
at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

Branches’ centralization strategies used to reduce a bank’s
territorial coverage are usually based on medium-term deci-
sions and require time to be implemented (the closure of local
branches and internal restructuring do not happen overnight).
Accordingly, we assume that our sample period is sufficiently
short to consider which centralization strategies observed in
2019 (i.e., the year in which the most recent data are available
from the European Association of Co-operative Banks) have
been relatively steady for each cooperative group in the sam-
ple since 2010. Therefore, the categorizations of cooperative
banks in 2019 are considered to represent their strategic deci-
sions taken in 2010.

For brevity, we use LLP, Z-score, ROAA, NIM, PTP,
-CTI, Size, Equity, Net loans, Liquid assets, EURIBOR-
1M, EURIBOR-6M, Spread:10Y-3M, Spread:10Y-6M, and Real
GDP to refer to the loan loss provision to gross loans ratio, nat-
ural logarithm of the Z-score index, return on average assets ra-
tio, net interest margin, pretax profit to total assets ratio, cost
to income ratio, natural logarithm of total assets, ratio of equity
to total assets, ratio of net loans to total assets, ratio of liquid
assets to total assets, benchmark rate at which euro interbank
1-month term deposits are offered, benchmark rate at which
euro interbank 6-month term deposits are offered, difference
between 10-year government bond yields and 3-month implied
sovereign bond yields, difference between 10-year government
bond yields and 6-month implied sovereign bond yields, and
annual percentage change in a country’s real GDP from the
previous year, respectively.

5. Main findings
To test the effects of expansionary monetary policy on bank
credit risk and profitability depending on whether banks dis-
play a cooperative ownership structure and, if so, whether they
are committed to relationship lending, we estimate System (1).
In the credit risk equation, we regress the loan loss provision
ratio on profitability, the monetary policy index, and a set of
determinants commonly used in the literature. We use four in-
dicators of bank profitability: ROAA, NIM, PTP, and -CTI. In
the profitability equation, we regress one by one our four proxies
of bank profitability on the credit risk indicator, the measure of
monetary policy, and a set of explanatory variables outlined in
the literature. The presumably endogenous bank-level indica-
tors are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Regarding
our two variables of interest (i.e., credit risk and profitability),
which are not lagged, we address the endogeneity issue by esti-
mating a dynamic simultaneous equations system using GMM
techniques.

5.1. The effects of a low interest rate environment on
credit risk and profitability: preliminary results

We first examine the effect of a low interest rate environment
on credit risk and profitability for the full sample. Table 4
reports the GMM dynamic panel regression results from System
(1). The significant and negative signs of both EURIBOR-
1M and EURIBOR-6M in the credit risk equation confirm the
presence of a risk-taking channel of monetary policy (Altunbas
et al., 2014) in the euro area between 2010 and 2019. Here,
the risk-taking channel is slightly more intense when based on
the medium-term EURIBOR-6M rate than on theEURIBOR-1M
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Table 4: Credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Credit risk equation
LLP lagged 0.563*** 0.561*** 0.558*** 0.550*** 0.563*** 0.561 *** 0.559*** 0.550***

(54.765) (57.196) (52.812) (56.364) (55.040) (57.503) (53.092) (56.619)
ROAA -0.146*** -0.147***

(-8.284) (-8.318)
NIM 0.039*** 0.042***

(4.435) (4.728)
PTP -0.149*** -0.149***

(-9.931) (-9.941)
-CTI 0.007*** 0.007***

(-15.359) (-15.453)
Size -0.002 0.007** -0.003 -0.011*** -0.002 0.007** -0.003 -0.011***

(-0.830) (2.291) (-1.109) (-4.114) (-0.880) (2.379) (-1.154) (-4.180)
Net loans -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002***

(-4.014) (-5.221) (-3.893) (-5.184) (-3.992) (-5.299) (-3.870) (-5.171)
EURIBOR-1M -0.021** -0.027*** -0.017** -0.032***

(-2.575) (-3.072) (-2.037) (-3.784)
EURIBOR-6M -0.027*** -0.033*** -0.024*** -0.036***

(-4.392) (-4.927) (-3.767) (-5.579)
Real GDP -0.132*** -0.134*** -0.130*** -0.132*** -0.133*** -0.135*** -0.130*** -0.132***

(-37.468) (-37.250) (-37.199) (-37.006) (-37.227) (-37.111) (-36.950) (-36.876)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.695** 0.695***

(57.994) (57.974)
NIM lagged 0.896*** 0.898***

(199.297) (200.791)
PTP lagged 0.710*** 0.710***

(61.656) (61.686)
-CTI lagged 0.771*** 0.771***

(100.513) (100.336)
LLP -0.052*** 0.012*** -0.076*** 0.898*** -0.053*** 0.012*** -0.078*** 0.921***

(-12.245) (3.401) (-14.441) (-9.108) (-12.082) (3.496) (-14.167) (-9.135)
Equity 0.008*** 0.000 0.009*** -0.015 0.008*** 0.000 0.009*** -0.016

(10.557) (0.699) (10.146) (1.076) (10.551) (0.566) (10.129) (1.187)
Liquid assets 0.000 -0.001*** -0.000 -0.042*** 0.000 -0.001*** -0.000 -0.042***

(1.391) (-4.887) (-1.013) (7.685) (1.408) (-4.689) (-0.992) (7.570)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.010*** 0.027*** 0.012*** 0.664***

(3.777) (11.825) (3.826) (-9.821)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.014*** 0.023 *** 0.016*** 0.559***

(4.141) (8.864) (3.865) (-7.010)
Real GDP 0.004** 0.015*** 0.008*** 0.064 0.005*** 0.012*** 0.009*** -0.017

(2.167) (9.278) (3.836) (-1.351) (2.692) (7.644) (4.151) (0.365)

Observations 26,146 26,146 26,146 26,146 26,146 26,146 26,146 26,146
Banks 3,998 3,998 3,998 3,998 3,998 3,998 3,998 3,998

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks. Our
base sample includes 3 998 banks from 10 countries over the period 2010-2019. Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered
from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (8)), four
profitability indicators (ROAA in regressions (1) and (5), NIM in regressions (2) and (6), PTP in regressions (3) and (7), and -CTI in regressions (4) and (8)), and four monetary policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in
regressions (1) to (4), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (5) to (8)). In both the credit risk and the profitability equations, all bank-level explanatory variables which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature
are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *,
**, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

rate.
The ROAA and PTP ratios are both significantly and nega-

tively related to credit risk, while the opposite occurs for NIM
and -CTI (this result is also confirmed in the simultaneous prof-
itability equation). Therefore, obtaining extra (interest) income
implies taking more credit risk when monetary policy is eased;
this result is a direct consequence of the risk-taking channel of
monetary policy transmission (Neuenkirch and Nöckel, 2018).
Moreover, the negative and significant signs of the Real GDP
coefficients show that bank credit risk rises in economic down-
turns. Although the Size coefficients are contradictory depend-
ing on the profitability proxy used as the explanatory variable in
the credit risk equation, a higher share of Net loans in a bank’s
assets seems to limit credit risk.

Focusing on the determinants of profitability, we observe a
positively significant relationship between our interest rate prox-
ies and profitability, confirming Borio et al. (2017)’s results on
the positive link between short-term rates and bank profitabil-
ity, which tends to erode as a low interest rate environment
extends over time. Conversely, the increase in the spread be-
tween 10-year government bond yields and the euro interbank
deposits rate is associated with better profitability. We also
note the stronger dependence of -CTI on the monetary stance
(with a significant coefficient of 0.664 for Spread:10Y-3M and

0.559 for Spread:10Y-6M) than the other profitability proxies.
When significant, the level of capitalization (Equity) and busi-
ness cycle (Real GDP) both improve bank profitability. A higher
share of Liquid assets in total assets is achieved at the expense
of lower bank profitability (see the negative coefficients, when
significant).

5.2. The effects of a low interest rate environment on
credit risk and profitability: cooperative and non-
cooperative banks

We delve deeper into the influence of monetary policy on bank
credit risk and profitability by separating cooperative banks
from non-cooperative banks. The regression results are pre-
sented in Table 5 for cooperative banks and Table 6 for non-
cooperative banks.

First, we show that variations in ROAA do not significantly
affect non-cooperative banks’ credit risk12 as opposed to coop-
erative banks. This might be explained by the greater business
diversification of non-cooperative banks resulting in a weaker
relation between return on assets and credit risk. As cooper-
ative banks are more involved in traditional financial interme-
diation13, they often access fewer diversification opportunities,

12However, the significance of the -0.029 ROAA coefficient in regression
(1) from the credit risk equation in Table 6 is at the 12.8% level.

13See the significantly different means in net interest margins between
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Table 5: Cooperative banks’ credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Credit risk equation
LLP lagged 0.537*** 0.578*** 0.507*** 0.548*** 0.539*** 0.580*** 0.510*** 0.550***

(48.858) (55.562) (42.970) (52.236) (49.378) (56.295) (43.429) (52.738)
ROAA -0.577*** -0.577***

(-19.269) (-19.302)
NIM 0.057*** 0.068***

(4.586) (5.411)
PTP -0.551*** -0.549***

(-21.007) (-20.970)
-CTI 0.013*** 0.013***

(-18.053) (-18.182)
Size 0.013*** 0.024*** 0.016*** -0.011*** 0.012*** 0.025*** 0.016*** -0.011***

(4.251) (7.398) (5.051) (-2.921) (4.097) (7.682) (4.914) (-3.096)
Net loans -0.001* -0.001** -0.001** -0.001* -0.001* -0.001** -0.001* -0.001*

(-1.898) (-2.244) (-1.970) (-1.861) (-1.764) (-2.152) (-1.848) (-1.714)
EURIBOR-1M 0.031*** 0.011 0.061*** 0.010

(3.082) (0.987) (5.873) (0.918)
EURIBOR-6M 0.006 -0.014 0.031*** -0.011

(0.749) (-1.580) (3.867) (-1.336)
Real GDP -0.130*** -0.130*** -0.122*** -0.122*** -0.129*** -0.130*** -0.122*** -0.122***

(-31.231) (-30.239) (-29.046) (-29.134) (-30.751) (-29.788) (-28.505) (-28.776)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.576*** 0.575***

(35.877) (35.872)
NIM lagged 0.886*** 0.890***

(204.913) (209.013)
PTP lagged 0.581*** 0.583***

(38.485) (38.703)
-CTI lagged 0.708*** 0.706***

(63.681) (63.550)
LLP -0.091*** -0.004 -0.133*** 1.555*** -0.098*** -0.006 -0.138*** 1.596***

(-20.097) (-1.335) (-23.342) (-10.502) (-20.537) (-1.619) (-23.444) (-10.354)
Equity 0.009*** 0.002** 0.010*** 0.071*** 0.009*** 0.002** 0.010*** 0.073***

(8.360) (2.257) (8.029) (-2.844) (8.102) (1.997) (7.754) (-2.920)
Liquid assets 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.000 -0.068*** 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.000 -0.068***

(5.083) (-5.192) (-0.413) (9.928) (4.988) (-4.942) (-0.480) (9.944)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.020*** 0.037*** 0.023*** 0.603***

(7.759) (14.762) (7.358) (-6.945)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.032*** 0.036*** 0.033*** 0.450***

(10.159) (11.907) (8.723) (-4.340)
Real GDP -0.002 0.015*** 0.003 -0.004 0.001 0.011*** 0.005** -0.115**

(-0.907) (8.366) (1.519) (0.067) (0.740) (6.417) (2.357) (2.090)

Observations 13,701 13,701 13,701 13,701 13,701 13,701 13,701 13,701
Banks 2,136 2,136 2,136 2,136 2,136 2,136 2,136 2,136

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks
displaying a cooperative ownership structure. Our base sample includes 2 136 banks from 10 countries over the period 2010-2019. Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and
winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include
one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (8)), four profitability indicators (ROAA in regressions (1) and (5), NIM in regressions (2) and (6), PTP in regressions (3) and (7), and -CTI in regressions (4) and (8)), and four monetary
policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in regressions (1) to (4), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (5) to (8)). In both the credit risk and the profitability equations, all bank-level explanatory variables
which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered
for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

which exacerbates the link between return on assets and credit
risk, as shown in regressions (1) and (5) in Table 5.

Second, the Size variable seems to affect credit risk differ-
ently depending on the ownership structure of banks. In partic-
ular, cooperative banks’ size appears to be positively related to
credit risk (except when the cost to income ratio gauges prof-
itability in the credit risk equation; see regressions (4) and (8) in
Table 5), which suggests that cooperative ownership and asset
growth ultimately increase credit risk. By contrast, the regres-
sion results in Table 6 show the significantly negative relation
between non-cooperative banks’ size and credit risk. Accord-
ingly, the greater non-cooperative banks’ assets, the better is
their credit risk management.

Third, the signs of the monetary policy coefficients in the
credit risk equation conflict with one another when distinguish-
ing between cooperative and non-cooperative banks. Confirm-
ing the results for the full sample presented in Table 4, non-
cooperative banks continue to display significantly negative
EURIBOR-1M and EURIBOR-6M coefficients, consistent with
the risk-taking channel in the 2010–2019 euro area banking in-
dustry previously identified. However, the non-significance of
the EURIBOR-1M and EURIBOR-6M coefficients in regressions

cooperative and non-cooperative banks in Table 3.

(2), (4), (5), (6), and (8) from the credit risk equation in Table
5 supports, at least at the bank level, Caselli et al. (2020)’s
insights into the capacity of bank ownership diversity to buffer
the impact of exogenous monetary policy shocks on credit risk.

Fourth, the positive and significant EURIBOR-1M and
EURIBOR-6M coefficients in regressions (1), (3), and (7) in
Table 5 suggest that cooperative banks’ credit risk decreases
in a low interest rate environment compared with their non-
cooperative counterparts14. This result provides, at least par-
tially, empirical confirmation of Hypothesis 1, which claims that
cooperative banks are less exposed to the risk-taking channel
of monetary policy than non-cooperative banks thanks to the
specificities of their business model. What matters now is to
determine whether this result persists equally for consolidated
and relationship-based cooperative banks.

Differentiating cooperative banks from non-cooperative
banks does not alter the sign of the monetary policy indexes
Spread:10Y-3M and Spread:10Y-6M in the profitability equa-
tion. However, greater significance levels in the interest rate co-
efficients of cooperative banks are noted, which confirms their
higher sensitivity to monetary policy. Consequently, coopera-

14This is supported by the summary statistics in Table 3, which show
that cooperative banks’ mean LLP is significantly different (and in this
case, lower) than that of non-cooperative banks.
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Table 6: Non-cooperative banks’ credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Credit risk equation
LLP lagged 0.546*** 0.541*** 0.546*** 0.538*** 0.545*** 0.540*** 0.545*** 0.538***

(34.621) (34.742) (34.298) (34.661) (34.669) (34.793) (34.346) (34.701)
ROAA -0.029 -0.030

(-1.520) (-1.524)
NIM 0.041*** 0.042***

(3.612) (3.663)
PTP -0.047*** -0.047***

(-2.899) (-2.899)
-CTI 0.004*** 0.004***

(-7.514) (-7.531)
Size -0.021*** -0.015*** -0.023*** -0.029*** -0.022*** -0.015*** -0.023*** -0.029***

(-4.370) (-2.888) (-4.654) (-5.682) (-4.378) (-2.884) (-4.661) (-5.693)
Net loans -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.002***

(-2.893) (-4.404) (-2.914) (-3.852) (-2.908) (-4.440) (-2.929) (-3.870)
EURIBOR-1M -0.066*** -0.073*** -0.067*** -0.077***

(-5.231) (-5.531) (-5.293) (-5.879)
EURIBOR-6M -0.054*** -0.061*** -0.055*** -0.063***

(-5.659) (-6.006) (-5.724) (-6.341)
Real GDP -0.139*** -0.140*** -0.138*** -0.140*** -0.140*** -0.142*** -0.139*** -0.141***

(-24.600) (-24.515) (-24.633) (-24.444) (-24.625) (-24.606) (-24.657) (-24.546)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.723*** 0.723***

(50.992) (50.997)
NIM lagged 0.898*** 0.898***

(136.651) (136.970)
PTP lagged 0.740*** 0.740***

(55.019) (55.039)
-CTI lagged 0.798*** 0.799***

(80.259) (80.407)
LLP -0.027*** 0.025*** -0.044*** 0.515*** -0.028*** 0.026*** -0.045*** 0.534***

(-4.262) (4.526) (-5.633) (-3.847) (-4.306) (4.641) (-5.676) (-3.970)
Equity 0.007*** -0.000 0.008*** -0.024 0.007*** -0.000 0.008*** -0.025*

(8.508) (-0.116) (8.104) (1.564) (8.532) (-0.210) (8.122) (1.675)
Liquid assets -0.000 -0.001*** -0.001* -0.030*** -0.000 -0.001*** -0.001* -0.029***

(-0.785) (-3.630) (-1.868) (4.161) (-0.783) (-3.545) (-1.869) (4.068)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.005 0.017*** 0.007 0.522***

(1.129) (4.797) (1.210) (-5.158)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.007 0.015*** 0.010 0.452***

(1.446) (3.728) (1.577) (-4.003)
Real GDP 0.010*** 0.018*** 0.013*** 0.179** 0.011*** 0.016*** 0.014*** 0.137*

(3.348) (6.259) (3.613) (-2.248) (3.642) (5.736) (3.922) (-1.715)

Observations 12,445 12,445 12,445 12,445 12,445 12,445 12,445 12,445
Banks 1,862 1,862 1,862 1,862 1,862 1,862 1,862 1,862

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks
displaying a non-cooperative ownership structure. Our base sample includes 1 862 banks from 10 countries over the period 2010-2019. Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and
winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include
one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (8)), four profitability indicators (ROAA in regressions (1) and (5), NIM in regressions (2) and (6), PTP in regressions (3) and (7), and -CTI in regressions (4) and (8)), and four monetary
policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in regressions (1) to (4), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (5) to (8)). In both the credit risk and the profitability equations, all bank-level explanatory variables
which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered
for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

tive banks’ profitability might be relatively more exposed when
interest rates remain at historical lows for a long time.

5.3. The effects of a low interest rate environment
on credit risk and profitability: consolidated and
relationship-based cooperative banks

We now examine in detail the credit risk and profitability of
cooperative banks that, despite the pressure exerted by low
interest rates on their balance sheets, preserve a relationship-
based network of local branches to maintain their commitment
to relationship lending (McKillop et al., 2020). The regression
results are presented in Table 7 for consolidated cooperative
banks and Table 8 for relationship-based cooperative banks.

First, the differences in the Size coefficient signs between
consolidated cooperative and relationship-based cooperative
banks suggest that a cooperative bank increasing its business
volume—in terms of assets—while remaining committed to re-
lationship lending is more prone to credit risk (as suggested by
the significantly positive Size coefficients in Table 8). By con-
trast, the greater the size of consolidated cooperative banks’
assets, the better is their credit risk management (as suggested
by the significantly negative Size coefficients in Table 7).

Second, the dependence of credit risk on the volume of net
loans appears to be lower for relationship-based cooperative

banks, as shown by the differences in the significance level of
the Net loans variables from one group to another. When con-
solidated, cooperative banks granting more loans perform better
in terms of credit risk, which could mean that a positive volume
effect is operating15.

Third, unlike previous results, the credit risk of consolidated
cooperative banks is positively correlated with the business
cycle variable, Real GDP (see Table 7) in stark contrast to
relationship-based cooperative banks that show countercycli-
cal credit risk (see the significantly negative Real GDP coeffi-
cients in Table 8). However, such a finding is in line with Beck
et al. (2018) emphasizing that a greater presence of relationship
banks is associated with fewer credit constraints during cycli-
cal downturns. Conversely, this easing effect mainly benefits
safe firms in times of economic booms and is positively associ-
ated with firm investment and growth. As a result, relationship
banks can smooth the negative impact of cyclical downturns af-
ter having acquired sufficient information on borrowers during
good times.

Fourth, the Spread:10Y-3M and Spread:10Y-6M variables in
the profitability equation display higher significance levels in

15On average, consolidated cooperative banks display a significantly
higher net loans to assets ratio than non-consolidated cooperative banks
over the full sample period (see Table 3).
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Table 7: Consolidated cooperative banks’ credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Credit risk equation
LLP lagged 0.343*** 0.346*** 0.335*** 0.337*** 0.337*** 0.327***

(6.483) (6.053) (5.868) (6.207) (5.731) (5.559)
ROAA -0.575*** -0.572***

(-5.497) (-5.454)
NIM 0.147** 0.152**

(2.370) (2.421)
-CTI 0.010*** 0.011***

(4.326) (4.375)
Size -0.013 -0.034* -0.105*** -0.016 -0.035* -0.107***

(-0.870) (-1.807) (-5.317) (-1.023) (-1.822) (-5.390)
Net loans -0.001 -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.001 -0.005*** -0.005***

(-0.550) (-4.161) (-2.725) (-0.567) (-4.177) (-2.707)
EURIBOR-1M 0.261*** 0.285*** 0.263***

(6.403) (6.146) (6.264)
EURIBOR-6M 0.198*** 0.221*** 0.205***

(6.167) (6.121) (6.204)
RealGDP 0.076*** 0.083*** 0.088*** 0.084*** 0.091*** 0.095***

(2.932) (2.729) (2.936) (3.157) (2.945) (3.143)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.550*** 0.547***

(11.931) (11.754)
NIM lagged 0.882*** 0.882***

(46.883) (46.657)
-CTI lagged 0.837*** 0.832***

(25.165) (24.083)
LLP -0.174*** 0.087*** 2.105*** -0.174*** 0.087*** 2.028***

(-10.217) (5.183) (3.645) (-10.254) (5.148) (3.648)
Equity 0.012*** 0.004** 0.223*** 0.012*** 0.004** 0.224***

(3.332) (2.358) (2.718) (3.330) (2.385) (2.742)
Liquid assets -0.002** -0.000 0.014 -0.002** -0.000 0.012

(-2.117) (-0.562) (0.614) (-2.137) (-0.551) (0.525)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.012 -0.005 0.138

(1.269) (-0.585) (0.424)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.015 -0.006 0.499

(1.519) (-0.795) (1.421)
Real GDP -0.029*** -0.016** -0.077 -0.029*** -0.017** -0.020

(-3.577) (-2.026) (-0.298) (-3.525) (-2.029) (-0.079)

Observations 1,071 1,071 1,071 1,071 1,071 1,071
Banks 151 151 151 151 151 151

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks
displaying a cooperative ownership structure with a number of clients per branch above the full sample median in 2019 (see Table A2 and EACB (2020a)). Our base sample includes 151 banks from 5 countries over the period 2010-2019.
Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition
of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (6)), three profitability indicators (ROAA in regressions (1) and (4), NIM in regressions
(2) and (5), and -CTI in regressions (3) and (6)), and four monetary policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in regressions (1) to (3), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (4) to (6)). In both the credit risk
and the profitability equations, all bank-level explanatory variables which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are
computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

the relationship-based cooperative banks subsample. Accord-
ingly, cooperative banks committed to relationship lending are
concerned by higher profitability dependence on monetary pol-
icy in a low interest rate environment. This result confirms,
for relationship-based cooperative banks, Borio et al. (2017)’s
evidence of the link between short-term rates and the slope
of the yield curve; this effect is even stronger when the slope
is steeper and bank size smaller (Genay, 2014). Therefore, we
provide empirical support to Hypothesis 2, which proposed that
the profitability of cooperative banks preserving their relation-
ship lending model is more severely hit by a low interest rate
environment than that of cooperative banks opting for consoli-
dation. In addition, relationship lending may be associated with
different governance structures in which profitability may not
be the only mission to be fulfilled.

Finally, consolidated cooperative banks display a great capac-
ity to buffer the impact of exogenous monetary policy shocks on
credit risk. This interpretation is led by the highly significant
and positive EURIBOR-1M and EURIBOR-6M coefficients in
Table 716. However, the ability of relationship-based coopera-
tive banks to reduce their exposure to the risk-taking channel
of monetary policy when interest rates are low differs in real-
ity. When significant, the EURIBOR-1M and EURIBOR-6M

16Such an ability is even stronger for consolidated cooperative banks
than cooperative banks more broadly (compare with the coefficients in
Table 5).

coefficients turn negative, as shown in regressions (3), (5), and
(6) in Table 8. Unlike consolidated cooperative banks, cooper-
ative banks committed to relationship lending actually increase
their willingness to raise credit risk in a low interest rate envi-
ronment. Hence, we confirm Hypothesis 3 that proposed that
cooperative banks preserving their relationship lending model
in a low interest rate environment are prone to assume greater
credit risk than cooperative banks opting for consolidation.

Although this result is similar to the estimations for non-
cooperative banks (see Table 6), we posit that such a similar-
ity is not explained by the same reasons, mainly because non-
cooperative banks and relationship-based cooperative banks or-
ganize their business models and engage with customers in a
different way. This important difference is consistent with the
contribution of Jiménez and Saurina (2004) on the role of the
bank–customer relationship in credit risk as well as supports
Peltoniemi (2007)’s view on (long-term) bank–firm relation-
ships being beneficial to high-risk firms.

In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, Anderson and
Stallings (2013) identify in the European banking industry that
information about SME creditworthiness and potential is often
considered costly and difficult to obtain (as a consequence of
banks’ disinvestments in front-end staff who interface directly
with borrowers), which might deter SMEs to achieve greater
scale to be competitive and financially healthy, leading alterna-
tive funding providers to stray away from financing them. Along
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Table 8: Relationship-based cooperative banks’ credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Credit risk equation
LLP lagged 0.543*** 0.579*** 0.546*** 0.545*** 0.581*** 0.548***

(49.265) (55.044) (51.071) (49.744) (55.742) (51.494)
ROAA -0.563*** -0.563***

(-18.159) (-18.184)
NIM 0.047*** 0.059***

(3.526) (4.427)
-CTI 0.013*** 0.013***

(17.486) (17.615)
Size 0.016*** 0.038*** 0.004 0.016*** 0.039*** 0.003

(3.863) (9.267) (0.866) (3.749) (9.418) (0.722)
Net loans -0.001* -0.001 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000 -0.000

(-1.744) (-1.234) (-1.077) (-1.610) (-1.137) (-0.928)
EURIBOR-1M 0.008 -0.014 -0.019*

(0.820) (-1.179) (-1.837)
EURIBOR-6M -0.012 -0.035*** -0.034***

(-1.564) (-3.937) (-4.302)
Real GDP -0.136*** -0.136*** -0.128*** -0.136*** -0.137*** -0.129***

(-32.423) (-31.744) (-30.451) (-32.076) (-31.432) (-30.281)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.571*** 0.571***

(33.591) (33.645)
NIM lagged 0.873*** 0.877***

(179.529) (184.538)
-CTI lagged 0.695*** 0.693***

(58.170) (57.930)
LLP -0.086*** -0.010*** 1.590*** -0.093*** -0.013*** 1.650***

(-18.732) (-2.929) (10.154) (-19.219) (-3.553) (10.012)
Equity 0.009*** 0.002** 0.050* 0.009*** 0.002** 0.053**

(7.935) (2.338) (1.887) (7.608) (2.021) (2.011)
Liquid assets 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.073*** 0.001*** -0.001*** -0.073***

(6.096) (-6.254) (-10.178) (6.003) (-6.012) (-10.186)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.020*** 0.042*** 0.592***

(7.855) (15.611) (6.500)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.033*** 0.043*** 0.388***

(9.909) (13.148) (3.459)
Real GDP 0.001 0.017*** -0.012 0.003* 0.013*** -0.144**

(0.282) (8.923) (-0.213) (1.832) (7.336) (-2.549)

Observations 12,630 12,630 12,630 12,630 12,630 12,630
Banks 1,985 1,985 1,985 1,985 1,985 1,985

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks
displaying a cooperative ownership structure with a number of clients per branch below the full sample median in 2019 (see Table A2 and EACB (2020a)). Our base sample includes 1 985 banks from 7 countries over the period 2010-2019.
Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition
of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (6)), three profitability indicators (ROAA in regressions (1) and (4), NIM in regressions
(2) and (5), and -CTI in regressions (3) and (6)), and four monetary policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in regressions (1) to (3), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (4) to (6)). In both the credit risk
and the profitability equations, all bank-level explanatory variables which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are
computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

the same lines, Beck et al. (2018) highlight that the presence of
relationship banks is beneficial in particular for smaller, younger,
and more opaque firms with less collateral to pledge as SME
financing requires a subtler judgment of the ability and com-
mitment of firm owners to make informed loan decisions.

Analyzing the effect of relationship lending on firm activ-
ity in Italy following Lehman Brothers’ default shock, Banerjee
et al. (2017) argue that banks offer more favourable contin-
uation lending terms to firms with which they had stronger
relationships ; these tighter bank-firm relationships being still
present during the European sovereign debt crisis, especially for
firms tied to well capitalised banks. Moreover, López-Espinosa
et al. (2017) suggest that SMEs generate much less public infor-
mation, have lower quality financial statements, and are often
not audited nor studied by professional analysts. In this sense,
the bank–firm information generated throughout the lending
relationship may be especially valuable for banks when setting
interest rates in loan contracts.

More recently, Hasan et al. (2020) examine lending banks’
and borrowing firms’ exposure to COVID-19 pandemic to evi-
dence that the formation of strong bank-firm relationships helps
reduce the upward pressure on loan spreads stemming from the
bank’s exposure, while such spread may prove crucial for SMEs
weakened by the health crisis. Therefore, empirical evidence
supports the interpretation of our results regarding relationship-
based cooperative banks.

5.4. Robustness checks

To further address the assumption that interest rate changes
are exogenous to credit risk (i.e., that monetary policy does not
respond to the riskiness of newly issued loans), we undertake
additional robustness checks. Table 9 presents the results.

First, endogeneity is likely to be more of a concern for na-
tionwide banks whose loan portfolios reflect economic activity
across the country than it is for small, local banks primarily af-
fected by local shocks (Dell’Ariccia et al., 2017). Therefore, we
re-estimate System (1) excluding large banks from the sample
17 for which endogeneity is more of a concern. Columns (1) and
(2) in Table 9 report the results. We find similarly significant
coefficients to our preliminary results in Table 4. In particular,
the negative coefficients of the EURIBOR-1M and EURIBOR-
6M variables and positive coefficients of Spread:10Y-3M and
Spread:10Y-6M are similar to those obtained in the full sam-
ple. This suggests that our results are not contaminated by the
inclusion of large banks.

Moreover, our results might also be driven by the business
cycle, as credit risk might adjust endogenously with the state
of the economy. We thus control for direct changes in the
economic activity in regressions (3) and (4) by including a Re-
cession dummy18 and its interaction with the monetary policy

17That is, banks with assets in the top quartile of the full sample.
18The dummy variable equals 1 when the Real GDP variable is negative
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Table 9: Credit risk and profitability in a low interest rate environment (2010-2019): robustness checks.

Without large banks Impact of business cycles -Zscore as dependent variable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Credit risk and overall risk equations
LLP lagged 0.546*** 0.547*** 0.559*** 0.552***

(47.057) (48.713) (51.609) (54.821)
-Zscore lagged 1.001*** 1.001*** 1.001*** 1.001***

(1678.206) (1678.664) (1654.162) (1653.980)
ROAA -0.171***

(-8.076)
NIM 0.024** -0.014*** -0.013***

(2.088) (-6.227) (-6.034)
PTP -0.154***

(-10.296)
-CTI 0.007*** -0.001*** -0.001***

(-14.945) (9.055) (9.016)
Size -0.008 0.004 -0.005* -0.013*** -0.005*** -0.005*** -0.002*** -0.002***

(-1.471) (0.810) (-1.957) (-4.825) (-8.146) (-8.059) (-2.708) (-2.733)
Net loans -0.002*** -0.002*** -0.001*** -0.001*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000*** 0.000***

(-4.976) (-5.347) (-2.989) (-4.155) (5.572) (5.500) (4.390) (4.382)
EURIBOR-1M -0.068*** -0.018*** -0.020***

(-7.737) (-8.082) (-9.556)
EURIBOR-6M -0.024*** -0.028*** -0.073*** -0.016*** -0.017***

(-3.151) (-3.268) (-10.765) (-9.137) (-10.780)
RealGDP -0.134*** -0.135*** -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.008***

(-31.683) (-31.428) (-10.346) (-10.762) (-10.865) (-11.304)
Recession 0.695*** 0.660***

(26.604) (18.458)
EURIBOR-1M * Recession -0.247***

(-4.334)
EURIBOR-6M * Recession -0.044

(-1.018)

Profitability equation
ROAA lagged 0.690***

(50.137)
NIM lagged 0.882*** 0.897*** 0.898***

(136.040) (197.190) (198.663)
PTP lagged 0.710***

(61.796)
-CTI lagged 0.771*** 0.774*** 0.773***

(100.102) (102.889) (102.357)
LLP -0.058*** 0.004 -0.078*** 0.887***

(-11.710) (0.989) (-14.712) (-8.865)
-Zscore -0.001 -0.001 -0.039 -0.039

(-0.993) (-0.915) (1.630) (1.602)
Equity 0.008*** -0.001 0.009*** -0.015

(9.111) (-1.010) (10.163) (1.068)
Liquid assets 0.000 -0.001*** -0.000 -0.041*** -0.001*** -0.001*** -0.046*** -0.046***

(0.774) (-4.553) (-1.286) (7.496) (-4.854) (-4.659) (8.555) (8.435)
Spread:10Y-3M 0.026*** 0.030*** 0.910***

(7.046) (14.763) (-13.770)
Spread:10Y-6M 0.019*** 0.034*** 0.337*** 0.028*** 0.891***

(4.472) (9.965) (-4.010) (12.209) (-11.497)
Real GDP 0.003 0.013*** 0.015*** 0.012*** 0.018 -0.045

(1.357) (6.942) (9.234) (7.623) (-0.373) (0.942)
Recession 0.131*** 4.351***

(2.605) (-4.217)
Spread:10Y-3M * Recession -0.054***

(-4.408)
Spread:10Y-6M * Recession -0.647**

(2.179)

Observations 19,432 19,432 26,146 26,146 25,983 25,983 25,983 25,983
Banks 3,196 3,196 3,998 3,998 3,941 3,941 3,941 3,941

Notes: This table reports the results of estimating dynamic simultaneous equations System (1) using two-step GMM for an unbalanced panel of European Retail & Consumer, Universal Commercial and Wholesale Commercial banks. Our
base sample includes 3 998 banks from 10 countries over the period 2010-2019. Unconsolidated bank-level balance sheets and income statements are reported by Fitch Connect and winsorized at the 5% level. Country-level data are gathered
from Eurostat and Thompson Reuters Eikon. See Table 1 for the definition of all explanatory variables, and Table 2 for descriptive statistics and correlations. Estimations include one credit risk index (LLP in regressions (1) to (4)), one
measure of banks’ overall risk (Zscore in regressions (5) to (8)), four profitability indicators (ROAA in regression (1), NIM in regressions (2), (5) and (6), PTP in regression (3), and -CTI in regressions (4), (7) and (8)), and four monetary
policy measures (EURIBOR-1M and Spread:10Y-3M in regressions (3), (5) and (7), and EURIBOR-6M and Spread:10Y-6M in regressions (1), (2), (4), (6) and (8)). In the credit risk, the overall risk and the profitability equations, all
bank-level explanatory variables which are presumably endogenous in the existing literature are instrumented by their one-year lagged value. Without large banks subsample in regressions (1) and (2) refers to banks for which Size variable is
below the full sample top quartile. Time fixed effects are included in all regressions. P-values are computed using heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors clustered for banks, and z-statistics are reported in parentheses. *, **, *** indicate
significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% level, respectively.

proxies (in both the credit risk and the profitability equations).
Again, we continue to obtain the same significant signs on the
link between monetary policy and both bank credit risk and
profitability.

We rerun our estimations using another indicator of bank
risk commonly used in the literature (Ramayandi et al., 2014),
namely, the Z-score (see Table 1 and Equation 2 for the
methodological approach to build the index). As stressed by
Khan et al. (2017), model specifications using the Z-score as
the dependent variable should not include ROAA or Equity as
controls because the Z-score index is a function of these two
indicators. As such, there is a significant risk of obtaining mis-
leading results. Therefore, regressions (5) to (8) do not use
the ROAA variable in the overall risk equation or the Equity

and 0 otherwise.

variable in the profitability equation. In addition, as noted ear-
lier, because reductions in the Z-score imply higher bank risk,
whereas increases in LLP convert to higher credit risk, we mul-
tiply the values of banks’ Z-scores by -1 to facilitate a more
consistent interpretation. Once again, our results on the influ-
ence of interest rate variations on credit risk and profitability
remain unchanged.

Together with the fixed effects and GMM estimation tech-
niques, those robustness checks confirm that our main results
hold, alleviating any concerns that the empirical analysis is con-
taminated by an endogenous response of monetary policy to
bank credit risk.
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6. Conclusion
This study analyzes the effects of monetary easing on bank
credit risk and profitability in 10 euro area countries between
2010 and 2019. Specifically, we investigate how such effects de-
pend on bank ownership structures and, for cooperative banks,
how they interact with relationship lending practices. Building
on previous studies indicating that credit risk and profitability
are jointly determined, we consider a simultaneous equations
system to examine how relationship lending implemented by
cooperative banks influences their performance in a low inter-
est rate environment.

The main results are threefold. First, we find no evidence
of the presence of a risk-taking channel of monetary policy for
consolidated cooperative banks, whereas such a channel is ex-
tensively shown in the euro area for non-cooperative banks.
Therefore, consolidated cooperative banks do not seem to raise
their credit risk significantly when monetary policy is eased,
distinguishing them from non-cooperative banking institutions.
Second, we highlight that the profitability of cooperative banks
preserving their relationship lending model is more severely hit
by a low interest rate environment than that of cooperative
banks opting for consolidation. This raises issues about the
middle-term durability of relationship lending given the long-
standing low interest rates in the European banking industry.
This result may also be due to the fact that relationship lending
is associated with governance structures in which profitability
is not the only strategic objective to be met. Third, we find
that non-cooperative banks and relationship-based cooperative
banks are both concerned by the risk-taking channel of mone-
tary policy transmission, which increases their credit risk under
accommodating monetary policy conditions. Nevertheless, we
suggest that such similarities do not occur for the same reasons
because relationship lending is associated with a fundamentally
different lending process than transactions–based lending tech-
nologies that devote significantly lower proportions of their as-
sets to lending to small businesses (Berger and Udell, 2002).

Under “low-for-long” interest rates, non-cooperative banks
prioritize maintaining their profitability at the expense of higher
credit risk (Kuc and Teply, 2019), whereas relationship-based
cooperative banks increase their capital buffers (on average, the
capitalization of relationship-based cooperative banks is signif-
icantly higher than that of consolidated cooperative banks) to
ensure access to credit, including for risky local businesses. As a
close bank–customer relationship produces informational rents
for the cooperative banks involved, such banks exercise some de-
gree of market power and are better prepared to finance riskier
borrowers and projects. While one might be concerned about
the durability of relationship lending when interest rates are
close to the zero lower bound, this insight points to the crucial
impact of the bank–customer relationship on the development
of regional and local economies. Accordingly, the greater the
relationship lending strategy of a cooperative bank, the greater

is its willingness to undertake credit risk, which is particularly
valuable to high-risk firms and small businesses, as they are of-
ten informationally opaque and have far fewer external finance
alternatives than large companies.

The conclusions presented in this paper suggest that further
research on the impact of the risk-taking channel of monetary
policy on relationship-based cooperative banks may yield new
insights into alternative transmission mechanisms to the tradi-
tional channels already identified in the literature on commercial
(i.e., non-cooperative) banking. Specifically, comparing cus-
tomer risk profiles with the duration of relationship lending in a
low interest rate environment is a promising path toward better
understanding the “local virtues” driven by cooperative banks
committed to relationship lending.
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Table A1: European cooperative banking: trends in the total number of clients per branch (2010-2019).

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2010-2019
% change

Austria

Österreichische Raiffeisenbanken 2,071 2,142 2,050 2,187 2,268 2,281 2,400 2,486 2,497 2,246 + 8.45%
Österreichischer Volksbanken 1,468 n.a. 1,714 1,758 2,345 2,284 2,935 3,307 3,649 4,017 + 173.64%

Finland

OP Financial Group 7,460 7,781 8,112 9,304 9,395 9,562 9,857 10,811 11,732 11,063 + 48.30%

France

Crédit Agricole n.a. 4,655 3,000 5,385 5,514 4,505 4,727 5,977 6,000 6,190 + 32.98%a
Crédit Mutuel 5,000 n.a. 3,280 5,135 5,681 5,837 5,851 6,124 6,354 6,840 + 36.80%
BPCE n.a. n.a. n.a. 4,781 4,500 4,375 3,900 4,000 4,032 4,032 - 15.67%c

Germany

Cooperative Financial Network - Bundesverband der
Deutschen Volksbanken und Raiffeisenbanken (Volks-
banks, Raiffeisenbanks, Sparda-banks, PSD banks, and
DZ banks)

2,227 2,247 2,270 2,298 2,349 2,529 2,545 2,701 2,852 3,211 + 44.19%

Italy

Cooperative Financial Network (Raiffeisen, Banco Popo-
lare, and Credito Cooperativo) 1,302 1,360 n.a. 1,347 1,351 1,359 1,392 1,410 1,417 1,417 + 8.83%

Luxembourg

Banque Raiffeissen 2,594 2,297 2,649 2,174 2,330 2,732 2,732 3,126 3,179 3,225 + 24.33%

The Netherlands

Rabobank 8,306 11,467 8,959 13,850 16,088 16,996 20,471 19,144 20,293 25,606 + 208.28%

Portugal

Credito Agricola 1,710 1,685 1,659 1,786 1,611 1,778 2,080 2,242 2,501 2,580 + 50.88%

Slovenia

Dezelna Banka Slovenije d.d. n.a. 992 992 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,428 1,084 1,111 1,114 + 12.30%a

Spain

Unión Nacional de Cooperativas de Crédito n.a. n.a. 2,267 2,303 2,037 2,097 2,165 2,218 2,165 2,185 - 3.62%b
Banco de Crédito Cooperativo n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3,037 2,668 2,953 3,117 3,335 3,600 + 18.54%d

Notes: This table reports the total number of clients per branch of consolidated and relationship-based cooperative banks included in our sample, for each year between 2010 and 2019. When available, hand-collected data stem
from 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 annual reports published by the European Association of Co-operative Banks. For further information, see http://www.eacb.coop/en/about/annual-reports.html.
a 2011-2019 % change.
b 2012-2019 % change.
c 2013-2019 % change.
d 2014-2019 % change.

Table A2: Consolidated and relationship-based cooperative banks in the euro area (2019).

Home country Number of clients Number of legally indepen-
dent local or regional coop-
erative banks

Number of branches (in
home country)

Number of clients
per branch

Panel A: Consolidated cooperative banks

Österreichischer Volksbanken Austria 1,072,639 9 267 4,017
OP Financial Group Finland 3,894,000 147 352 11,063
Crédit Agricole France 52,000,000 39 8,400 6,190
Crédit Mutuel France 34,200,000 18 5,000 6,840
BPCE France 30,000,000 29 7,440a 4,032
Rabobank Netherlands 9,500,000 89 371 25,606
Banco de Crédito Cooperativo Spain 3,441,666 18 956 3,600

Panel B: Relationship-based cooperative banks

Österreichische Raiffeisenbanken Austria 4,000,000 368 1,781 2,246
Cooperative Financial Network - Bundesverband der Deutschen

Germany 30,000,000 841 9,344 3,211Volksbanken und Raiffeisenbanken (Volksbanks, Raiffeisenbanks,
Sparda-banks, PSD banks, and DZ banks)
Cooperative Financial Network (Raiffeisen, Banco Popolare, and Italy 6,000,000b 259 4,234 1,417Credito Cooperativo)
Banque Raiffeissen Luxembourg 122,547 1 38 3,225
Credito Agricola Portugal 1,684,462 79 653 2,580
Dezelna Banka Slovenije d.d. Slovenia 87,977 1 79 1,114
Unión Nacional de Cooperativas de Crédito Spain 7,064,825 42 3,233 2,185

Median value 5,000,000 41 1,369 3,413

Notes: This table reports for the year 2019 the home country, the total numbers of clients, legally independent local or regional cooperative banks, branches (in home country) and clients per branch of consolidated and relationship-
based cooperative banks included in our sample. Prime source is EACB (2020b), which was elaborated in collaboration with Tilburg University and based on European Association of Co-operative Banks Members input (financial
indicators on 31.12.2019).
aData from 2018.
bValue calculated by Tilburg University which bears the full and sole responsibility, as it is neither reported nor formally approved by the respective cooperative banks.
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